
      a. Input and output of three-phase products of this series are of three-phase four-wire connected,

         please wire them with neutral line before using.

         Example of type selection: Three-phase motor 2.2kW 1pcs, 5.5kW 1pcs, when selecting the voltage regulator,

         its capacity should be ≥(2.2kW+5.5kW)×2.5=19.25kVA, so,

         the selected product should be three-phase SVC-20kVA at least.

      b. When the three-phase voltage regalator is applied to single-phase or three-phase ,

          max capacity of each phase should be one third of rated capacity.

      c. When the input phase voltage is lower than 198V, the output capacity of voltage regulator will be reduced,

          then the loads should be reduced correspondingly, otherwise, it may be overloaded; when the output voltage is 110V,

          then the output capacity should not be beyond 50% of rated capacity, otherwise, it may be overloaded.

          Please refer to fig.1 for detail characters.

7. Ordering information

Load kind

Complete resistive loads

Inductive, capacitive loads

Consumer samples

Incandescent lamp, 

resistant coil, electric 

cooker

Fluorescent lamp, fan, 

pump, air-conditioner,

refrigerator and etc.

Safe coefficient Chosen capacity rate

＞1.1~1.3 times of 

total rated capacity

＞2.5~3 times of 

total rated capacity

Sheet 1 Safe consult coefficient of choosing regulator capacity

2.5~3

1.1~1.3

6. Overall dimensions and weights

Gross 

weight (kg)
Packing dimensions (mm)

Weight

(kg)
Overall dimensions (mm)

Phase 

number

Single-

phase

Three-

phase

Model & Spec. Pcs

TND1-0.5

TND1-1

TND1-1.5

TND1-2

TND1-3

TND1-5

TND1-15/AF

TND1-20/AF

TND1-30/AF

TNS1-1.5

TNS1-3

TNS1-4.5

TNS1-6

TNS1-9

TNS1-15

TNS1-20

TNS1-30/AF

TNS1-45/AF

TNS1-60/AF

TND1-10/AF(vertical)

TND1-10(horizontal)

436×234×182

506×270×200

506×270×200

336×268×258

366×295×266

389×270×318

400×420×610

310×475×410

420×535×720

420×535×720

510×840×970

534×758×208

360×475×715

420×475×825

420×530×930

565×580×1020

565×580×1020

600×885×1220

600×885×1230

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

12.2

13

8.5

12.5

15.7

38.5

33

58.5

71.5

140

16

19.5

21.5

33.5

46

60.5

110

115

191

230

10

14

15.2

9

13

16.2

47

35.5

70

83

156

16.5

20

22

40.5

54

70

127

132

214

253

195×205×150

215×240×170

215×240×170

225×290×220

245×305×240

225×350×285

285×320×520

245×430×375

325×430×620

325×430×620

402×735×803

490×325×160

490×325×160

490×325×160

275×355×620

330×360×730

330×420×840

480×465×930

480×465×930

480×790×1055

480×790×1055

1. General

TND3

Automatic AC 

Voltage Regulator

2. Type designation

Application: TND3 series automatic AC voltage regulator 

supplys power for equipment such as computers, 

duplicating machines, industrial precision equipment, 

medical apparatuses, household electrical appliances, etc.

Rated capacity

Design sequence No.

Single-phase

Automatic voltage regulator

3.1 Ambient temperature: -5℃~+40℃.

3.2 Relative humidity ≤90%(at +20℃).

3.3 Altitude: ≤2000m.

3.4 Working environment: Indoors,

      be free from chemical  deposition, dirt,

      harmful corrosive medium, or flammable or explosive gas.

3. Operating conditions

534×758×208

534×758×208
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TND6  Automatic AC 

Voltage Regulator

1. General

TND6  automatic AC voltage regulator is a contact voltage 

stabilizer with wide input voltage range. It is an upgrade 

product designed according to the principle of TND1 

series voltage stabilizer. It is the closed-loop control 

system that consists of voltage stabilizer specially designed 

or transformer and controller or control circuit to complete 

the voltage stabilization function through driving the brush 

by the servo motor. The main characteristic of the TND6 

series voltage stabilizer is wide input voltage range which is 

130V(110V)～250V (input voltage range of TND1 series 

voltage stabilizer is 160V～250V); it can ensure the output 

voltage is stabilized at about 220V. TND6 series voltage 

stabilizer can be used in industrial production, scientific 

research, public facilities, medical science, household 

appliances and other fields, provide stable power supply 

for the load and ensure normal operation of the electrical 

equipment. And it is suitable for areas with large voltage 

fluctuation of power network or large seasonal variation 

of the voltage of the power network. 

Standard compliant: Q/ZT 78.

2. Type designation

TN D 6- /

Cooling mode: AN means that air is 

a cooling way of natural convection; 

default to this type if the product is 

not indicated.

AF means the cooling way of extracting 

internal air with an electric fan or directly 

blowing the product cold 

Rated capacity, kVA 

Design serial number

Phase number: D-single phase; S-three phase

Automatic AC voltage regulator

3. Operating conditions

3.1 Altitude of the installation site is no more than 2000m.  

3.2 Environmental temperature: -5℃～+40℃. Upper limit 

of the ambient air temperature of the installation is +40℃, 

and its average temperature value in 24 hours shall not 

exceed +35℃. Lower limit of the ambient air temperature of 

the installation is -5℃.  

Note: When the user needs to use the voltage stabilizer in the 

environment above +40℃ or below-5℃, he shall declare to 

the manufacturer. 

3.3 Relative humidity: The relative humidity of the air is no 

more than +50% when the maximum temperature is + 40 ℃;     

higher relative humidity may be allowed at lower 

temperatures, for example: 90% at 20℃. 

Special measures shall be taken for the condensation 

occasionally produced due to temperature changes.     

3.4 Installation environment shall be well ventilated and free 

from apparent impurity, corrosive gas, dust, combustible 

material and gas. In the air of the installation environment, 

there shall be no corrosive and harmful gas or dust damaging 

to insulation; in the use, the voltage stabilizer shall not be 

eroded by water, rain and snow.  

3.5 Ventilation shall be maintained around the installation site, 

and enough heat dissipation space shall be reserved around 

the installation site (generally, the reserved space shall be 

greater than or equal to 0.5m). Plastic cover, cloth and other 

inflammable materials are forbidden to cover the regulated 

power supply or debris is not allowed to put on it to prevent 

overheating of the regulated power supply and damaging.   

3.6 The voltage stabilizer shall be horizontally installed; and there 

shall be no significant shake and shock vibration at the 

installation site.

3.7 For indoor use, output terminal of the voltage stabilizer shall 

not be used in parallel. 

3.8 Power voltage waveform is similar to sine wave.
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6. Outline & installation size shown as fig.1 and table1

a. The voltage stabilizer can work uninterruptedly, with 

    advantages of low waveform distortion, stable voltage 

    regulation, no instantaneous power failure, it guarantees the 

    safety and normal operation of top-grade household appliances 

    and computers that with memory function, its accuracy of 

    output voltage stabilization is 220V±4% adjustable.

b. Novel style, elegant appearance:

    The product adopts wall-mounted structure, which enables it to 

    possess convenient installation and small space occupying area.

    The soft color and streamline outline seem to melt into modern 

5. Features

7.1 When the loads are capacitive or inductive, as the load has 

      heavy pickup current, please select the voltage stabilizer 

      whose capacity is 2.5~3 times of load power.

7.2 When the input phase voltage is lower than 198V, 

      the output capacity of voltage stabilizer will be reduced,

      then the loads should be reduced correspondingly, 

      otherwise, it may be overloaded;

      when the output voltage is 110V, then the output capacity 

      should not be beyond 50% of rated capacity,

      otherwise, it may be overloaded. 

      Refer to fig. 2 for specific characteristics. 

7. Ordering information

100%

60%

P/Pe

Single output phase voltage (line voltage 380V)

Input 

voltage (V)160 198 250

P————  

Pe———— 

Output capacity

Rated output capacity 

Fig. 2 Curve of rated output capacity

Fig.1 Outline & installation size diagram Table 1 Outline & installation size

3

160~250

15

±4%

±8%

246±4V

180±8V

5±2s

5

160~250

25

±4%

±8%

246±4V

180±8V

5±2s

7

160~250

32

±4%

±8%

246±4V

180±8V

5±2s

TND3-3

Delay time 

Model

Rated output capacity (kVA)

Range of rated input voltage (V)

Over load protective current  (input) (A)

Rated 

output 

voltage (V)

220V Voltage stabilizing accuracy

110V Voltage stabilizing accuracy

Over-voltage protection

Under-voltage protection

TND3-5 TND3-7

4. Technical data

Short delay

Long delay 5±2min 5±2min 5±2min

B D

E

A

8

Φ16

2
4
 

I
I

c. Wide range of input voltage, strong load characteristic.

d. Complete functions such as over-voltage and under-voltage 

    indication and protection, long time delay, short time delay, etc.

e. Utility power/ voltage stabilization switching function, direct 

    utility power also is available if it is necessary.

f. There are 220V and 110V two circuits for rated output voltage;

g. Indication of input and output voltage.

h. Carbon brush: It adopts the latest developed carbon brush. 

    that has high performance, which sharply prolongs the service 

    life of voltage stabilizer.

265

285

285

170

795

185

400

440

440

Bmax  Dmax  Emax

Model & spec.
Net weight 

(kg)

Outline size (mm)
Installation 

size (mm)

TND3-3

TND3-5

TND3-7

A±3

135

135

135

11.2

14.4

22.5

445 200 310TND3-10 135 28
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